NEW HOMES FOR: 37280 MAGNOLIA STREET
NEWARK, CA 94560
GOLDSILVERISLANDLLC

#8 PRUNUS CAROLINIANA-CAROLINA LAUREL CHERRY
#9 OLEA SWAN HILL-NON FRUITING OLIVE (STD. FORM)
#10 PITTSOPRUM SILVER SHEEN-TAWHIWHI

EVERGREEN SCREENING SHRUBS

SHRUBS AND LOW GROWING GROUNDCOVER

#11 OLEA LITTLE OLIVE-DWARF OLIVE
#12 LOROPETALUM PURPLE DIAMOND
#13 MYRTUS COMMUNIS VARIEGATA-MYRTLE
#14 MISANOTHUS MORNING LIGHT-SILVER GRASS
#15 CORREA CARINA BELLA-AUSTRALIAN FUCHSIA
#16 LOMOMOSA LIME TUFF-MATT RUSH
#17 WESTRINGIA MUNDI-AUSTRALIAN ROSEMARY

#18 LAVANDULA MUNSTEAD DWARF-LAVENDER
#19 NANDINA LEMON LIME-HEAVENLY BAMBOO
#20 LANTANA WHITE LIGHTNIN-LANTANA
#21 ARCTOSTAPHYLOS EMERALD CARPET-MAGNATHA
#22 CAREX BARBARAE-SANTA BARBARA SEDGE
#23 JUNCAS PATENS ELK BLUE-BLUE RUSH
#24 CHONDROPETALUM TECTORUM CAPE RUSH

VESTING TENTATIVE TRACT MAP 8494

PROPOSED SHRUBS AND GROUNDCOVER IMAGES